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New National 
Sales Director  
at Craghoppers

REGATTA BRANDS 
announces the hir-
ing of Bill Lockwood 
as national sales  
director for Craghop-
pers World Travel 
Clothing and Dare  
2b technical moun-
tain apparel. Lock-
wood will manage 

all national sales reps, increasing distri-
bution for both brands in North America, 
helping to develop strong brand loyal-
ty and in-store presence and managing 
seasonal key account business plans 
and business development, as well as 
leveraging the new relationship between 
Craghoppers and National Geographic at 
retail. Lockwood comes to Craghoppers 
with a distinguished resumé built on expe-
rience in the outdoor and apparel catego-
ries, including key leadership positions. 
Most recently he was with American Rec, 
where he helped grow the brand through 
multiple channels. 

New Senior VP at 
Travelers Club®

BILL DUNCAN HAS 
joined Travelers Club  
as senior vice presi-
dent of sales and 
marketing. Duncan 
will oversee all 
sales, marketing, 
design and prod-
uct development. 
He will manage the 

internal sales team as well as all of the 
independent reps. Prior to joining the 
company, Duncan had launched his own 
luggage company, which he has folded into 
the Travelers Club product mix. Before that 
Duncan served as vice president of sales 
and marketing for Traveler’s Choice and as 
divisional president at InGEAR Luggage.

“Bill brings a wealth of industry knowl-
edge and contacts to the Travelers Club 
Team,” noted CEO Peter Yu. “He will be 
instrumental in achieving our sales goals 
in the years to come.”

California Pak Congratulates  
Employee
JOEL GONZALEZ, WHO HAS BEEN WITH CALIFORNIA PAK FOR 
seven years in the capacity of IT manager, has been promoted to 
office manager. In his new role, he will oversee all day-to-day office 
functions in addition to continuing to handle his IT responsibilities. 
Gonzalez has been an exemplary employee and will continue to be 
an integral part of the Cal Pak family.

Industry Veteran Joins  
ZERO Halliburton
FRANK WESSLING HAS JOINED ZERO HALLIBURTON AS DIRECTOR 
of sales and marketing. Wessling will be primarily responsible for 
overseeing and developing all domestic sales, as well as facilitating 
all domestic marketing initiatives. Wessling brings with him nearly 
30 years of retail and wholesale experience in the luggage industry, 
having previously worked with several leading luggage brands such 
as Hartmann, TUMI and Briggs & Riley.

Ricardo Beverly Hills Adds  
Two to Team
JULIE OBERHAND HAS JOINED RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS AS ITS 
new manager of sales administration. Oberhand’s background in 
sales and project management in the textile and finance industries 
has prepared her to be a dynamic member of the sales team. She 
has extensive international sales experience, and was on the sales 
team at Robert Allen where she played an important role in develop-
ing sales in several new markets around the world. Oberhand will 
be responsible for Ricardo Beverly Hills’ premium and international 
channel sales.

David Dungan joins the company as northeast sales director. 
Dungan’s experience in the luggage sales industry began over 20 
years ago when he started as a store clerk at Bretts Luggage and 
Gifts in Sudbury, MA. In 1995, he played a major role in the devel-
opment of Bretts’ online store, suitcase.com. In 1998, Dungan 
became the general manager of Bretts and cultivated sales rela-
tionships with over 60 companies, including Ricardo Beverly Hills. 
Over the next 10 years he continued to develop and grow business 
at Bretts and suitcase.com.

L.C. Industries Creates Several 
New Positions
L.C. INDUSTRIES, INC.™ HAS ADDED SEVERAL NEW POSITIONS TO THE COMPANY,  
including Jen Panattoni as director of marketing. Panattoni graduated from DePaul in 
2011 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in marketing and has 15 years of experience in 
CPG marketing and brand management. Also joining L.C. Industries is Brittney Hopgood 
as designer. Hopgood graduated from the University of Illinois at Chicago this year with 
a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in design, focusing on industrial and product design. She 
also worked for the African American Cultural Center, doing exhibition and graphic design, 
marketing and programming.

“We’re excited to add new talented individuals to the organization as we continue to 
experience tremendous growth,” said Franz Wieshuber, senior vice president of sales and 
marketing.
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Benga Launches 
Its First  
Collection
THE FLAGSHIP OF THE NEW BENGA B-1  
luggage collection from Benga International 
GmbH is the Innovation 2S™, featuring a 
two suitcases/one shell concept. Driven 
by simplicity, quality and functionality, and 
by using an innovative technology engi-
neered and designed in Germany, the 2S 
is actually two hybrid suitcases, compris-
ing a case for two and an optional one 
if needed. With a 100% Bayer Makrolon® 
polycarbonate shell and CORDURA dura-
ble fabric, 2S offers extreme protection in 
a lightweight case.

Case features include a double pat-
ented retractable telescopic system, four 
silent wheels with bumper release, remov-
able divider systems, built-in TSA inte-
grated locks and more. 2S comes in six 
colors and two finishes. In addition to this 
case, the Benga B-1 Collection includes 
the SIM™ carry-on; the large, 4-wheeled 
BL™; and the lightweight EXT™ with hard-
adaptable frame. MSRP $300/2S. For 
more information about the cases in this 
new collection, visit www.Benga.eu.

Full Featured Duffles Stand Up  
to Packing
AMERICAN DUFFLE INTRODUCES THE WARRIOR (MSRP $328) AND THE SMALLER 
Weekender ($298). The former holds four to five days’ clothing plus shoes and toiletries 
kit, the latter accommodates two to three days’ clothing, shoes and toiletries kit, and 
both are sized to fit in the overhead bin. American Duffle bags are designed to stand 
up on their own for easy packing and unpacking. Designed and assembled in the United 
States, these duffles are made from CORDURA® nylon inside and out and feature a unique 
hingeless design. Waterproof and bullet-proof, the bags come in these color combina-
tions: liberty red and navy blue, military olive and jet black, dove gray and sunrise yellow 
or any combination of these colors. The bags make ideal corporate gifts or incentives 
and can be made in custom colors and with your logo. For more information, visit www.
AmericanDuffle.com.

Benga’s Innovation 2S is two suitcases/
one shell in three different models for 

the ultimate in versatility.

American Duffle bags feature oversized zipper, padded shoulder strap, side gusseted 
pocket and a Penta Cleat-Feet bottom design to protect your bag.

Andiamo Unveils Two Luxurious  
Collections 
24-7 INTERNATIONAL HAS REINTRODUCED THE AWARD-WINNING ANDIAMO LUGGAGE 
brand with two distinctive and feature-rich collections. Andiamo’s Pantera Hard-Side 
Collection is made with Bayer Makrolon® polycarbonate for a lighter bag with increased 
storage space and an impressive scratch-resistant surface. Avanti offers soft-side exteri-
ors with top-grain leather trim for refined luggage in super-tough Duramax® ballistic nylon. 
A patented auto-expand feature utilizes tension to expand storage space by 20% by gently 
compressing belongings to help meet airline baggage requirements.

Both collections offer a full range of styles, from a 20” International Auto-Expand 
Carry-on to assorted sizes of 2-wheeled and 8-wheeled spinners, Auto-Expandable 
uprights that can be carried on board or checked in, a business backpack, cargo bag, gar-
ment bags and a range of companion bags, including a travel kit. Both also feature Thin 
Guard™ waterproof, dustproof 
and fireproof zippers that are 
made in the USA and used 
by First Responders, and pro-
vide an added level of protec-
tion for possessions. MSRP 
$295-$759/Avanti; $545-645/
Pantera. For more information, 
visit www.AndiamoLuggage.com.

Andiamo’s Avanti and Pantera 
Collections offer an exquisitely 

tailored gallery of luggage 
styles to fit each customer’s 

unique travel needs. 
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BOCONI Collections on Trend for Fall
THE EXPANSION OF BOCONI’S BEST-SELLING TYLER TUMBLED COLLECTION ADDS MORE 
variety and options to the line of updated, refined bags and business cases with the 
addition of the Brokers Bag, Saddle Bag and Cargo Travel Kit. BOCONI has also expanded 
its Tyler RFID Protected Wallet offering to include the East/West Slim Card Case, Traveler 
Wallet with Coin Pocket and Zip Traveler Organizer. MSRPs range from $138-$498/Tyler 
bags and $35-$98/Tyler wallets.

To keep you looking sharp this fall, BOCONI’s new Bryant LTE Collection marries 
Bryant weatherproof leather with washed canvas in two laptop bags: the Slim Double 
Buckle Messenger and the Zipster. For fall, the Ruck Sack will be joining the collection, 
an easygoing backpack to carry your laptop or tablet. MSRPs range from $288-298. The 
Tyler Cargo Duffle and Brokers Bag and the Bryant LTE Slim Double Buckle Messenger 
will be featured in United Airlines’ Rhapsody magazine this fall. 
For details about these collections, visit www.BOCONI.com.

BOCONI brings verve and versatility this fall  
with its Tyler Tumbled and Bryant  
LTE Collections.

A Rugged Duffle  
with an Edge
RUGGED AND EDGY, THE MASON CANYON 
Duffle (21” x 12” x 10”) from Canyon 
Outback Leather Goods’ Urban Edge 
Collection features a top-zipper closure, 
removable and adjustable shoulder strap 
and double carry handles. In 16-oz. washed 
beige cotton canvas trimmed with leather 
accents, this duffle maintains organiza-
tion with exterior side pockets, a zippered 
interior pocket and two additional interior 
pockets. MSRP $60. For more information, 
visit www.CanyonOutback.com.

Classic English Fabrics, Styling  
Combine with Performance  
Technology
CRAGHOPPERS WORLD TRAVEL CLOTHING UNVEILS THE ALL-NEW HERITAGE OUTDOOR 
Performance lines for men and women. Comprised of modern silhouettes, iconic English 
heritage fabrics and the very latest in performance technologies, the 2014 Heritage 
Collection from Craghoppers combines everything the brand has learned and pioneered 
in its four decades of outerwear design. Eight women’s jackets and parkas, including the 
Ashby Belted Parka and the bestselling Bingley II Hooded Jacket, retail from $90-$250. 
Men’s jackets and vests include the Cleveland with classic English looks and the Hansall 
Jacket, a cold-weather layering essential, retailing from $70-$250. For more information 
and to see the entire men’s and women’s lines, visit www.us.Craghoppers.com.

Craghoppers’ Heritage Outdoor Performance lines combine modern silhouettes, iconic 
English heritage fabrics and the very latest in performance technologies.

The shoulder strap of  
Canyon Outback Leather Goods’ Mason 

Canyon Duffle extends up to 58”.

Enhancements 
for Travel Halo 
Products
TRAVEL HALO, A RECIPIENT OF THE  
Travel Goods Association’s Product 
Innovation Award two years ago, has 
made some upgrades. The company has 
improved its retail packaging on all prod-
ucts; added new color options red and blue; 
and now has a Video POP Display for retail-
ers. Travel Halo products include the com-
pany’s patented Compact Head Stabilizer 
with Eye Mask (MSRP $29) in black, red 
and blue. For more information, email  
support@TheTravel
Halo.com or call 
757-565-4375.
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Eagle Creek  
Introduces New 
Love Neck Pillow
EAGLE CREEK SOLVES THE ONE THING 
people don’t love about neck pillows: 
They’re too thick behind the neck. Meet 
the Neck Love Pillow, part of Eagle 
Creek’s Travel Comfort accessories line. 
As smooth as a Barry White song, this 
new pillow is flat behind the neck, offering 
ergonomic support that doesn’t force your 
head down into the drooling position. It 
cups the head, providing true plane seat 
sleeping comfort, and has super soft 
filling for custom support. A front clip 
secures pillow position and attaches to 
your luggage handle for easy toting. MSRP 
$22. For more information, visit www.
EagleCreek.com.

Travelpro Introduces National  
Geographic Explorer™ Collections
TRAVELPRO HAS PARTNERED WITH NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TO INTRODUCE THE NEW 
National Geographic Explorer™ Cape Town™ and Leather Brief Collections. The National 
Geographic Explorer Cape Town Collection features a hardworking Single and Double 
Gusset Briefcase with a removable, padded sleeve that holds laptops up to 15.6”; a 21” 
Duffle Bag with a heat-embossed map lining, perfect as a carry-on; a versatile Daypack; 
and a Messenger Bag (shown) that includes storage for up to a 15.6” laptop and other 
business and travel essentials. Pieces are available in khaki and navy. 

Made of full grain leather, the National Geographic Explorer Leather Briefcase is a 
business workhorse. The rugged good looks of distressed leather make an impression 
in the boardroom or at the corner cafe. A removable, padded sleeve holds laptops up to 
15.6” or a tablet. Available in espresso and mocha leather, the brief blends good looks 
with ultimate functionality. MSRP $160/Cape Town Messenger Brief; $400/Leather 
Briefcase. For additional information on these collections or other National Geographic or 
Travelpro lines of luggage, contact Howard@gohrmc.com or call 305-573-0882.

Groomed for  
the Road
MAKE SURE YOUR NAILS LOOK AS PRO- 
fessionally polished as you do with 
VIOlife’s Slim Uno, a powerful, portable 
sonic manicure kit. It offers precision 
heads for filing, buffing, shaping and main-
taining cuticle care. Its travels well with 
a compact and portable 
design — stylishly, too, 
with designer colors and 
patterns. MSRP $24.95. 
For more information, visit 
www.VIOlife.com.

Violife’s Slim Uno 
comes with a 
black carry case.

Eagle Creek’s new Neck Love Pillow 
is like a loveseat for necks.

The National Geographic Explorer™ Cape Town™ Messenger Bag and National 
Geographic Explorer Leather Brief from Travelpro

Heys Shows Its Business Acumen
HEYS’ PORTAL SMARTBUSINESS CASE™ FEATURES A NEW AND INNOVATIVE PATENTED 
system that eases business travel: a front-access system that makes the contents fully 
accessible from the front of the case. The front compartment has fleece-lined dedicated 
laptop and iPad pockets as well as a built-in organizer for small accessories. Made from 
tough and durable 100% polycarbonate plastic, this case may also be divided, organized 
and packed from the middle using the traditional center access zipper. Amenities include 
a detachable accordion divider for organizing documents and file folders; when detached, 
the case conveniently transforms into a carry-on. It comes with a bonus zippered acces-
sory pouch and a built-in three-digit combination TSA™ lock. MSRP $224.97. For informa-
tion and to view the entire Heys America product line, visit www.Heys.com.

The solid form and sculpted lines of Heys’ Portal SmartBusiness™ exude a minimalist 
design and maximum sophistication.
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Setting the Bar in Locking Luggage
THE HORIZON LUGGAGE COLLECTION FROM LOJEL SHOWCASES THE COMPANY’S 
brand new three-point interlock closure system. This exclusive interlocking combi-
nation lock provides maximum security in a suitcase. Horizon exhibits a beautiful 
interplay of linear forms, possessing incredible utility in the form of maximized 
interior volume. Cases are built around a pair of rigid Advance PC™ polycarbonate 
shells that provide best-in-class impact-resistance. The Horizon Carry-On features 
a dual front compartment, perfect for easy-access storing of plane 
tickets, passports, electronic devices and last-minute 
essentials. The double coil zippers provide added 
security and peace of mind that 
over-stuffed luggage will not burst 
open during baggage han-
dling. All Horizon suitcases 
have a smooth mirror-finish 
and are available in royal 
red, sapphire blue and 
iron gray. MSRP $279.95/
small; $329.95/medium; 
$369.95/large. For more 
information on where to pur-
chase this collection, call 
855-LOJELUS (565-3587) 
or email CustomerService@
Lojel.US.

HEX Launches Supply Collection of 
Bags, Cases and Carry-alls
PROVIDING EFFICIENT DEVICE PROTECTION WITH CLEAN UNDERSTATED STYLE IS 
HEX’s Supply Collection, a vast 20-piece selection of bags, cases and carry-alls. 
The collection features a durable, water-resistant, premium waxed canvas outer 
shell in industrial charcoal with jet black coated trim. HEX pairs this with its signa-
ture surplus grade cotton web strapping, custom burgundy logo lining and interior 
micro fleece-lined pockets for maximum device protection. 

“The Supply Collection is HEX’s take on basic black,” said HEX co-founder Dan 
Maravilla. “We wanted an updated and sleek look that was both rugged and classic 
at the same time.”

Retails range from $34.99-$69.99 for cases and wallets for iPhone 5/5s, 
iPad Mini and iPad Air, and from $39.95-$139.95 for the collection of bags and 
backpacks. For more information on the collection and HEX’s extensive line of 
techcessories, visit www.ShopHex.com.

Business at  
First Class
THE 18” TRAVELERS CLUB® HARDSHELL ROL-
ling Briefcase, in sturdy ABS shell to diligently 
protect electronics and business essentials, is 
a trustworthy business companion. With a front-
access pocket with removable and padded pouch 
for your laptop and a convenient organizer, you’ll 
be able to easily locate what you need when you 
need it. The main compartment incorporates 
elastic tie-down straps to keep belongings in 
place. A three-level telescoping handle makes 
running through busy airports a breeze while the 
four spinner wheels let you navigate the tightest 
aircraft aisles. MSRP $129.99. For more informa-
tion, visit www.TravelersClub.com.

The 18” Travelers Club®  
Hardshell Rolling  
Briefcase meets airline  
carry-on regulations and  
fits easily in  
any over- 
head com- 
partment.

Lojel’s Horizon Luggage  
Collection fuses the best of technology  

with fashion.

HEX’s Supply Collection features core 
favorites as well as new items like 

the Gear Bag, Convertible Briefcase 
and 15” Convertible Sleeve.

Business Style  
and Savvy
FOR THE FASHIONABLE EXECUTIVE, CABRELLI & 
Co. rolls out a sleek carry-on size rollerbrief in 
green croco, charcoal croco and black PVC. Made 
of croco or plain PVC and featuring responsive 

wheels, these cases smarten up 
any look and keep everything 
organized with a top-zip enclo-
sure, two side pockets and a 
front flap pocket. This rollerbrief 
fits a 15.6” laptop and tablets 

of any size and has a spe-
cial feature: The front flap 
pocket doubles as a remov-

able, tablet-friendly 
clutch. MSRP $160. 
For more information, 
visit www.Cabrelli.net.

Form, fashion, func-
tion: Cabrelli’s roll-
erbrief with remov-

able clutch has it all.
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MaxPorter Adds Fun to the 
Itinerary
INTRODUCING CARGO TRUNKS’ NEW MAXPORTER BY TRAVELER’S 
Choice, edgy, cool and sure to get attention with its sleek and 
eye-catching design. The pure polycarbonate material offers 
superior protection for your belongings. Lightweight and impact-
resistant, this is one fun case to travel with. MSRP $399.99/24”; 
$449.99/28”; $499.99 32”. For more information, contact Angela 
Consiglio at 909-529-7688, x-201 or Angela@TravelerChoice.
com or Becker Chan at 909-529-7688, x-253 or Becker@
TravelerChoice.com or visit www.TravelerChoice.com.

L.C. Industries Announces  
Distribution of humangear’s 
GoBites
HUMANGEAR’S NEW GOBITES™, A LINE OF 100% PC-, PHTHALATE-, 
and BPA-free portable utensils made with super strong nylon, are 
now available through L.C. Industries™. In Uno, Duo and Trio ver-
sions, the flatware is ideal for ultra-light backpackers, travelers 
and others craving simplicity, the space-conscious and those on 
a budget. Uno has “splitter” tines with tapered edges to cleave 
large pieces of food, a contoured spoon to make scraping easier 
and fork tines long enough to twirl noodles. Duo has these fea-
tures, plus an easy-to-clean locking feature that lets the utensils 
snap together to create compact storage when nested but also 
able to reach into deep containers when connected. Trio includes 
a knife with serrations sharp enough to cut into a piece of chicken 
and an embedded metal bottle opener. MSRP $3.99/Uno; $7.49/
Duo; $13.99/Trio. To see the line, visit www.LCIBrands.com.

The evolution 
of flatware 
is seen in 

humangear’s 
new GoBites 

from L.C. 
Industries.

NFC SMARTech Launches 
SMARTech Bag Tags
HERE IS A PRODUCT OFFERING DATABASE REGISTRATION,  
repatriation management (i.e. reuniting lost luggage with its 
owner) and prevention of lost luggage with an app. SMARTech Bag 
Tags is an NFC luggage tag (tiny smart chip) and software applica-
tion that helps travelers quickly identify their bags or to recover 
them if lost. Using the NFC SMARTech app on a mobile phone, 
tablet or laptop, users can easily program the smart luggage tag 
with information about how to contact the bag’s owner.

“Think of the functionality of a barcode but without the need 
for visibility,” said NFC SMARTech founder and CEO Trish Foster. 
“Our small NFC-RFID tags need no battery or power source.”

These versatile smart tags can be designed to spec, from 
coin-sized plastic or leather tags to credit card-sized tags to 
small bands or loops to almost-invisible clear plastic strips. An 
extension of RFID technology, NFC (Near-Field Communication) is 
a wireless technology that allows for the transfer of data, such 
as text or numbers, between two NFC-
enabled devices. MSRP $10. For more 
information, contact Trish Foster at info@
NFCSMARTech.com.

 
NFC SMARTech Bag Tags contain  

small microchips with tiny antennae and 
can store data for transfer to another 

NFC-enabled device, such as a  
mobile phone.

Cargo Trunks’ MaxPorter by Traveler’s Choice

Clever Camouflage in  
Women’s Camera Bag
JILL-E DESIGNS’ JULIETTE LEATHER CAMERA BAG LOOKS  
gorgeous in red, teal or black pebbled leather but it’s more than 
just a pretty face. Smart and efficient, this pro quality camera bag 
meets the serious female photographer’s every need with padded 
walls, secure pockets and a fashion appearance to keep gear 
safe. The case is close-fitting yet able to carry a complete DSLR 
set-up wrapped in an on-trend yet timeless look for technology. 
Only 4.5” deep and weighing just 1.5 lbs., Juliette can be carried 
by its adjustable padded shoulder strap or sturdy top handle. It 
features a one-piece, magnetic-buckle flip lid for full access to the 
main compartment, and adjustable interior Velcro® brand dividers 
let you customize the bag to meet your specific requirements. A 
roomy front pocket holds photo accessories and personal items, 
while an interior netted pocket offers additional secure storage. 
MSRP $129.99. Visit www.Jill-e.com for more details.

With its “future classic” styling, Jill-e’s Juliette Leather Camera 
Bag can double as a fashionable day bag.
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A Bag for the Senses
AWAKEN THE SENSES WITH DELSEY HONORE + AND EMBRACE 
everything that is elegant and modern. See the classic style and 
shape, feel the matte finish and soft leather detail and hear every- 
thing — thanks to the silent double spinner wheels. Designed 
with a durable and lightweight four-point 
system aluminum frame and a carefully 
engineered clasp, DELSEY HONORE + opens 
with a single click and a subtle sound. 
The shell of the suitcase is made from 
BAYER 100% virgin Makrolon® poly-
carbonate. Available in black and 
gray and offered in three sizes, 
including an international carry-
on size, the case has an inte-
grated TSA-accepted lock system.  
MSRP $299.99/carry-on; $349.99/
medium upright; $369.99/larger 
upright. For more information, visit 
www.DELSEY.net.

An identification plate on the 
back of the DELSEY HONORE + 

allows for easy online tracking in 
the event of lost luggage.

Roxbury 2.0 Mobile Office 
Goes with the Flow
FOR THAT MAD DASH ACROSS THE COUNTRY OR A LAZY WEEK- 
end jaunt with the family, the 19” 4W Soft Face EZ Access Mobile 
Office from Ricardo Beverly Hills’ Roxbury 2.0 Collection will keep 
you organized and on-the-move. Super lightweight and sturdy in 
high-impact Makrolon® polycarbonate, this case will protect your 
belongings and provide lasting durability without weighing you 
down. A padded electronics sleeve keeps laptop and tablet secure 
with an elastic Velcro®-brand strap. A front pocket organizer will 
corral pens, tech accessories and travel 
docs and a zippered front panel lets you 
choose how wide to open the case. Push, 
pull or walk alongside the case; 
it won’t put any strain on 
your arm or shoulder. Plus, 
the case expands with the 
pull of a zipper. In brushed 
silver and mulberry, the 
case has a 10-year warran-
ty. MSRP $340. For more 
information, visit www.
RicardoBeverlyHills.com.

Roll smoothly through the 
airport and down those 

skinny airplane aisles 
with the Roxbury 2.0 EZ 

Access Mobile Office’s dual 
spinner wheel system.

Samsonite Unveils Its  
Lightest Softside Ever
AN ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT COLLECTION WITH A SLEEK DESIGN 
and spherical spinner wheels, Samsonite’s MIGHTlight™ main-
tains a sturdy frame while still housing convenient and luxurious 
travel features. Shown is the Spinner 21” 
Carry-On, weighing in at less than 6.25 lbs. 
Constructed of ultra-lightweight nylon fabric 
with SamGuard™ water-resistant coating for 
strength and durability, this case fea-
tures integrated carry handles, 
an ultra-lightweight beveled 
alloy pull handle and spinners 
that expand for added packing 
capacity. A Wetpak™ and mesh 
front panel pockets provide 
added packing organization. 
MSRP $69.99-$269.99. To see 
the collection and its features, 
visit www.Samsonite.com.

Samsonite has brought 
the power of lightness to 

MIGHTlight™.

Technology, Protection, 
Style with SUMDEX  
Collection
TRAVELERS WILL HIT THE ROAD WITH CONFIDENCE WITH 
SUMDEX’s new SCORE@ Series, knowing their most valuable 
asset is protected with a built-in SensaTech® ImpactGuard® note-
book protection system. In water-repellent nylon Jacquard, these 
bags sport easy-access pockets, organizers, luggage straps and 
ergonomic comfort, but technology, protection and style are at the 
design’s core. Pieces in this series include the lightweight 15.6” 
Backpack (MSRP $99.99); the all-purpose NS Everyday Crossbody 
Carry-all ($69.99); the professional Business Brief with powerful 
and advanced work-station compartments ($89.99); the Double 
Brief with large capacity file compartment ($79.99); and the slim, 
lightweight Medium Crossover with top-zip organizer and interior 
security pocket ($69.99). Bags are offered in black. For more 
information and to see collection pieces, visit www.SUMDEX.com.

Protect your technology with SUMDEX’S SCORE@  
Series of bags.
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Archtek, Inc. 
Has Moved
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 2, 2014, 
Archtek, Inc. is officially and perma-
nently at the company’s new loca-
tion at 12364 West Alameda Pkwy, 
Suite #115, Lakewood, CO 80228. 
Phone numbers and email address-
es remain the same. 

New  
Headquarters 
for LiteGear 
Design
LITEGEAR DESIGN, MANUFACTURER 
of LiteGear™ and AeroTray®, has 
moved to its new headquarters at 
1195 Walnut Ave., Quarters H, Mare 
Island, CA 94592. Contact infor-
mation: 707-558-3990/phone, 707-
752-6632/fax; www.LiteGearBags.
com.
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Email your classified ad to Cathy Hays 
c/o Travel Goods Showcase at chaystga@
aol.com. Deadline for the Winter 2014 
issue is November 7, 2014.

SEEKING QUALIFIED SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES
With a focus on the design, development 
and production of the highest quality lug-
gage, Chariot Travelware is one of the larg-
est manufacturers/importers of luggage 
for seasoned travelers. We are building a 
North American (U.S.A. and Canada) sales 
team that provides excellent customer 
service, leadership and import skills and 
are in need of highly motivated indepen-
dent sales reps — winning and motivated 
professionals looking to excel and grow 
— to assist with our company’s vision and 
growth.

We are offering new product lines 
and revenue opportunities. We also pro-
vide our sales team with ongoing, life-
changing personal development programs, 
along with the opportunity to make a 
serious career income that grows every 
month as a result of our lifetime residual 
income compensation program. Interested 
candidates should contact Moon Woo 
at MoonChariot21@aol.com or 201-321-
9148 or 909-923-6531.

SEASONED SALES REPS SOUGHT
For over 20 years, Dejuno Corporation 
has specialized in the manufacturing and 
distribution of luggage for both discerning 
professionals and the everyday traveler. 
We proudly operate in numerous territo-
ries across the country. As we continue 
our nationwide expansion, we warmly wel-
come seasoned sales reps with a desire 
to spearhead growth, as well as qualified 
individuals with unquestionable leader-
ship and managerial experience to join 
our in-house sales team. Our highly attrac-
tive compensation structure awaits distin-
guished applicants. Interested candidates 
should contact Allen Gao at DejunoAllen@
aol.com.

SEEKING INDUSTRY BUYERS
For the Best Theft Deterrent on  
the Market: Pick Proof Seals

Website for more info:  
pickproofseals.com

Contact me at mike@universalsourcing 
solutions.com if interested.

SEEKING QUALIFIED SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES
Are you ready to rock? EPIC Travelgear is 
a dynamic and innovative Swedish luggage 
company with roots in Texas. EPIC offers a 
unique full product line with great warranty 
support, and a strong and genuine busi-
ness proposition for our authorized retail-
ers. We are building a North American 
(U.S.A. and Canada) sales team and are 
looking for motivated professionals who 
know who’s who and what’s up within their 
respective territories and enjoy having fun 
working hard, connecting people with great 
products and concepts. EPIC supports 
your efforts not only with great products, 
but also a solid infrastructure and busi-
ness generating platform. Our distribution 
will be based out of Seattle through a 
leading logistics partner with extensive 
ready EDI connectivity.

We are ready to roll with our soft launch 
with landed product this fall. Full launch 
will be in the first quarter of 2015. Our 
1,000-square-foot booth at The International 
Travel Goods Show will, of course, be at 
your disposal. We believe that this is going 
to be a fun and giving ride. If you are ready 
to be a real part of something special and 
interested in getting EPIC(!), please contact 
our lead agent, Tom Cronquist at Thomas_
Cronquist@yahoo.com or 469-644-6488/
cell or James Krueger at James.Krueger@
TravelInnovation.se or +46 701 842 408/
cell (CET).

SEBENS CONSULTING  
& ASSOCIATES

YOUR PARTNERS IN 
SUCCESS

•	Strategic Planning
•	Branding and Brand Development
•	Sales and Marketing
•	Sourcing, Manufacturing and 

Import Management
•	Product Development and Design
•	Merchandising
•	Distribution Facilities
•	Retail Planning and Operations
•	Executive and General 

Management Services

Supporting brands, entrepreneurs, 
manufacturers and retailers. 

Contact
David@DavidSebens.com

info@SebensConsulting.com
T: 732.369.6886
M: 732.675.4917

www.SebensConsulting.com

Classifieds


